Aloha!, just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you signed up to join the LoveTribe
email list, Outback ... In the Temple of Venus. Don't forget to add devijuice@aol.com to your address
book so we'll be sure to land in your inbox!
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails.

Hi LoveTibe!
My friends, Dana and George
celebrating with me, the first
production from my Bali trip.
Clare and I were wandering
around the shops in Bali a
couple of months ago. I wasn't
feeling inspired by what I was
seeing. When all of a sudden I
was magnetized into a courtyard
where I discovered a shop of
Milo's. He was my favorite
designer from Bali for many
years. He had stopped selling in
the states maybe 20 years ago,
and has become a top designer
in Asia, China and Dubia/UAE ,
where he dresses Royalty and
people with exquiste, yet
adventurous taste.
He does superb quality and we talked about doing some collaborative collections together
for the States. He suggested our label be Venus de Milo... He had me at Venus!
First I chose some of his latest collection, with a few changes and then we produced a
size run for each of our shops, so if you'd like a piece or two, let us know to save for you
to try on (for my friends always lamenting you live too far!) We can also advise on sizing
and ship to you. Some of the collection is modeled below. There is also a solid knit top
that coordinates color wise and some fun pants in the rayon mandala pattern.
It seems I may be entering another run of design and wholesaling (as many of you know I
designed and produced a collection a month for over 15 yrs selling to thousands of
shops), as well as retailing and online. Hmmmm... for now, watching to see how the path
opens before me, while taking the steps that are "useful for others and pleasurable for
myself" Marytn. As in the Charge of the Star Goddess, written by Starhawk, states,
"All acts of love and pleasure {and beauty!} are My rituals..." And so they are!

More rituals like these will do a world of good and good for the world. Being fearless (by)
choosing love. xoxo Devi
PS We will be open until 7pm on Sat. in Berkeley and Ashland

LoveTribe specials this month: Mention LoveTribe
20% off one piece, 50% off Inizio Linen (25% to public)
Milo's
Stained Glass Men/Unisex shirts

Robert wearing Stained Glass long sleeve cotton shirt. Comes in Turq or purple,
pictured. And wearing short sleeve rayon (very silky) Mandala print shirt. Short sleeve
rayon shirt also comes in Stained Glass, see George & Dana wearing above, Hillary
& Hsaio-Yee wearing below.

Venus de Milo
Stained Glass Women/Unisex
Devi in Silk chiffon, Leslie in silky rayon (both fabrics come in both colors). Devi and
Hillary in Silk chiffon winged blouse, also comes in rayon and both come in purple or
blue. Hsiao-Yee and Hillary in the "mens'" short sleeve silky rayon shirt.

This months special only by mentioning LoveTribe:

Inizio Linen all 50% off (25% for the public)

Inizio linen

LoveTribe specials this month: Mention LoveTribe
20% off one piece, 50% off Inizio Linen (25% to public)
Offer Expires: Aug 1,2016

